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13 April 2010 

The Chairman 
Australian Accounting Standards Board 
PO BOX 204 
Collins Street West, 
VICTORIA, 8007 

Dear Sir, 

Reference to AASB Exposure Draft ED 191 January 2010. 
Measurement of Liabilities in AASB 137 
(Limited re-exposure of proposed amendment to AASB 137) 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a response to the above. The writer 
represents a specialist area of insurance related to the liabilities that befall entities in 
the draft ion question. 

The following is tabled; 

REASONS FOR PUBLISHING THIS EXPOSURE DRAFT (PAGE 5) 

Focus first paragraph: "What if the amount to settle the obligation was different from 
the amount to transfer itT 

A: Environmental Insurance offers a solution. 

MEASUREMENT OBJECTIVE 

Focus third bullet point: ... in some cases the entity could cancel the liability or 
transfer it to a third party for a lower amount? 

A: Subject to Environmental Insurance being offered. 
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INVITATION TO COMMENT 

QUESTION 3 - EXCEPTION FOR ONEROUS SALES AND INSURANCE 
CONTRACTS 

Focus: "The relevant future outflows would be the costs the entity expects to incur to 
fulfil its contractual obligations, rather than the amounts the entity would pay a 
contractor to fulfil them on its behalf." 

Do you support the exception? If not, what would you propose instead and why? 

A: The exception is not supported. 

The basis of the above quotation focussed upon actually embodies the essence of 
an insurance contract, where insurance may be arranged to cover the difference 
between expected costs (based on a contractor's estimation for works) and the 
additional costs not perceived to (have to) be incurred, that is, the difference over 
and above the estimation for works. 

To agree to the exception is to acquiesce that an entity is not only allowed to assess 
its own obligations, but is also allowed to risk unfettered assessment of its risk not 
only to the environment but also placing itself at risk of being in breach of IFRS 4 
Insurance Contracts where such entity may be placing unprecedented risk upon all 
stakeholders (including Environmental Protection Agencies, ergo taxpayers and 
insurance advisers who hold a duty of care to their client). 

As environmental insurance becomes more clear and quantifiable, we need not 
ordinarily assume that an entity "believes" that the costs associated with insurance 
are "coercive" or "onerous" when very affordable "maximum loss policies" can be 
arranged to sit over an entity's maximum liquidated asset values. 

My findings are supported with the attached article (Managing the risk in property 
Transfer) that was printed in the most recent Journal of the Insurance Institute of 
Aust and NZ. 

To this end, entities ought to be duty bound to seek quotations (ref BC27) to cover 
the potential cost that may ordinarily wipe out the profits had no insurance been in 
place at all. 
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REF: APPENDIX A 
DEFINED TERMS 

The following addition is recommended to the defined terms: 

• LIABILITY: Represents "Historical Data" [A present obligation of the entity 
arising from past events ... etc ... to economic benefits] 

• ONEROUS CONTRACT: Represents "Commercial reality" [A contract in 
which the unavoidable costs ... etc .... to be received under it]. To this 
APPENDIX we would like to add: 

• (NEW) IN PRINCIPLE: Represents the "Precautionary Principal" [Where such 
contract may not be deemed solely by the entity as uneconomic without first 
meeting its insurance obligations to seek some economic benefit or comfort to 
meet its precautionary obligations both to the environment and to the 
sustainability of the entity itself] 

Please contact us if any further clarification may be required. 

Yours sincerely, 

Anthony M Saunders 
ANZIIF (Snr. Assoc) 
CIP Dip. Fin. Serv. (18) 

End: 
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MANAGING THE RISK IN PROPERTY TRANSFER 

Anthony Saunders, Environmental Insurance Specialist, EnviroSure. 

AS THE NATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES HAS BECOME MORE CLEAR AND QUANTIFIABLE, 
ENVIRONMENTAL INSURANCE HAS EVOLVED TO PROVIDE PROTECTION AND CLOSE THE WINDOW OF 
UNKNOWN LIABILITY FOR STAKEHOLDERS. ANTHONY SAUNDERS LOOKS at THE ISSUES INVOLVED. 

Environmental insurance can be used for many purposes, including capping remediation costs or 
providing environmental coverage for contractors. However, a transaction involving the purchase and 
sale of a "Brownfields" asset presents perhaps the ideal situation for the use of environmental insurance, 
since the insurance can be utilised to facilitate the sale. 

Insurers need to understand the risks 

The risk associated with contaminated land may be in direct proportion to what we know about the site. 
Key elements are: 

• geology 
• historic usage and diversity of use 
• proposed remediation method 
• insurance claims history, 

These elements also may allow an insurer to discern that certain components of risk may result in or 
lead to an event of worse case proportions. 

The difference between what is known versus what is unknown may be insured. 

A "Responsible Person or Entity" (appointed, nominated, in charge of or as owner) of a contaminated 
site, accepts that there are certain commercial outgoings that may have to be expended to avert further 
contamination. 

Where development of a site may be conSidered, unexpected events may still arise that may result in 
time delays and unexpected cost outlays. 

Remediation insurance applied during the process of reinstatement of contaminated sites offers the 
safest financial solution for all stakeholders. Insurers who provide such cover are willing to take on the 
risks in "partnership" with stakeholders provided that they too obtain an intimate knowledge of the site 
in question. 

Unknown risks can lead to policy exclusions 

The commerCial risks associated with contaminated land abound in potential arguments that insurers 
have become familiar with, hence many complex policy limitations have developed over the years. One 
may consider that specialist environmental insurance is an essential element in any undertaking when 
managing the risk in any property transference. 

Selling or buying a property with known or suspected environmental contamination can be a challenge 
because of many factors, including the following: 

1. environmental clean-up costs are difficult to predict with certainty 
2. environmental clean-up costs can be very high, especially if bodily injurYt property damage and 

potential natural resource damages are factored in 
3. changes in accounting rules and securities laws are forcing the recognition of more 

environmental liabilities and costs 
4, capital markets and lenders try to avoid unquantified environmental liabilities or charge risk 

premiums if they are identified 
5. pollution is excluded (refer to common industry policy exclusion) under present day insurance 

poliCies unless otherwise negotiated through specialist coverages. 



Correct insurance provides an important mechanism to manage risk in property transactions. It does not 
cover pollution that is known to exist on the property. What it does cover is the possibility that the 
pollution may be worse than initially expected. That uncertainty or risk can impact negatively on 
property transactions so insurance provides a mechanism to reduce or remove the financial risk from the 
transaction. 

Understand what insurance is providing 

To provide effective and economical protection for those involved in the transfer of property there needs 
to be an understanding by those being insured about what sort of cover is being provided, and the 
insurer needs to understand the risks. 

If an insurer is uncertain of the risks he or she may include exclusions in the contract to reduce the 
potential risk or add a risk premium to the cost of the insurance. Inadequate research by the person 
seeking insurance could result in insurance cover that does not provide the protection required or at a 
cost in excess of what is fair for the insurance cover being supplied. 

Pollution law-related losses are infrequent but potentially catastrophic and therefore of concern to those 
involved in the transfer of potentially contaminated or contaminated property. If coverage can be 
obtained, the entity with the cover has a distinct advantage in facilitating the sale of the property, as 
insurance is often the only affordable way of managing the risk. 

Indemnities and hold backs 

Dealing with environmental liabilities through indemnities or holdbacks of the purchase price in an 
escrow account are commonly contemplated. However, these do not create an eSCrow to a level 
equivalent to a maximum liability, or deal with the "Risk Adjusted Expected Liability". An escrow, of 
course, is an account established for the purpose of holding funds until the consummation or termination 
of a transaction. 

Risk Adjusted Expected Liability is the cost of a loss multiplied by the probability of it being incurred. 
Without an environmental insurance policy in place, one hundred per cent of the loss wi!1 need to be 
anticipated and reserved by either the seller or buyer with no discount for the probability that the loss 
may not be incurred. This is because without insurance, if the chance of occurrence is ten per cent, it 
will still have to be one hundred per cent available. In comparison, an underwriter can collect ten times 
the Risk Adjusted Expected Loss from other insurers in the form of an insurance premium, and still 
provide coverage which is much less expensive than a fully funded indemnity or escrow holdback of the 
sale price. 

Environmental insurance has other more subtle, but equally important advantages, which include the 
following: 

n By having an insurance company evaluate the risk and assign a premium (based on prescribed limits 
and policy terms) the buyer and seller can let an objective third party set the price for the environmental 
risks of a transaction. This can be a "deal facilitator" Since taking environmental risks off the table early 
in the negotiations can maintain goodwill so that other issues in the transaction can be addressed. 

• Insurance offers a true risk transfer mechanism to an unrelated party; indemnities and 
hold backs leave the risk in the transaction/property ownership transfer. 

• Insurance premiums are tax deductible, while indemnities are not until they are paid. 
• Insurance removes long-term accounting issues created by open-ended and indeterminate 

environmental exposures. 
• Financial markets may assign a multiplier to the amounts shown as environmental 

contingencies, which can reduce the capitalised value of the enterprise by many times the 
amount of the contingency. 

Many companies have the potentia! to create pollution through the use of chemicals in their business. 
The types of insurance cover available are also many and varied. Insurance can be obtained for: 

• cleanup of contaminated sites including cost capping 
• brownfields restoration and development 
• liability for potential injuries and death due to pollution 



• pollution legal liability 
• property transfer 
• transporter insurance 
• storage tank pollution liability 
• professional and contractor environmental liability 
• site closure and post-closure insurance. 

Conclusion 

Not all policies are the same and those seeking insurance need to carefully look at what is being offered, 
particularly in regard to exclusions. When dealing with any professionals, the best advice is often from 
those who have experience and understanding of your industry. 

As the nature of environmental liabilities has become more clear and quantifiable, environmental 
insurance has evolved to provide valuable protection at reasonable cost, closing the window of unknown 
liability. Stakeholders dealing with Brownfield sites should consider making more use of this 
powerful risk transfer tool as part of their overall management strategy. 

The author gratefully acknowledges the contribution and research material of Remediation Australasia 
(eRe Landcare); American Risk Resources Association; Kevin Bayes, First City; Phil Mulvey, 
Environmental Earth Sciences International and Linda Hamilton, Hunt & Hunt, 




